Adcart Announces the Rollout of Brand New Clean Display
Billboard Ads
Adcart, a pioneer in providing cost-effective advertising and branding solutions to
business throughout the United States, announced the release of their brand new
Clean Display advertising strategy continuing their long relationship with thousands of
supermarkets and local hot spots throughout the United States.
June 19, 2018 (FPRC) -- Adcart, a pioneer in providing cost-effective local business advertising and
branding solutions to business throughout the United States, announced the release of their brand
new Clean Display advertising strategy continuing their long relationship with thousands of
supermarkets and local hot spots throughout the United States.
Clean Display builds brand awareness by attracting people to an ad featuring a local business on
the billboard of their sleek and attractive new hand sanitizer stands. This also answers the question
from local companies who are always asking where to advertise my business.
These hand sanitizer stands are a long time coming, and according to a Clean Display
spokesperson, “This unique form of cheap advertising builds your brand recognition where it
counts-in commercial areas around your business.”
It’s no secret that hand sanitizer has a great reputation. The Centers for Disease Control says that
hand sanitizer is the most effective way to stop the spread of disease. Hand sanitizer both
inexpensive and efficient provides customers with the immediate benefit of clean hands.
The Clean Display hand sanitizer stand developed for strategic markets with high traffic locations
will meet the needs of both the consumer who uses the hand sanitizer and the local business that is
feature on the billboard at an affordable cost. This is one of great cheap advertising ideas available
on the local level.
A Global Strategic Industries report shows the hand sanitizer industry growing to $1.6 billion by the
year 2020. Explosive industry growth is attributed to the health benefits of hand sanitizer. This
growth also shows how favorable the market is to hand sanitizer.
The excitement and anticipation of the brand new Clean Display billboard stands are infectious
among the markets and the advertisers. With more than six decades of experience, Adcart/Clean
Display has established partnerships with thousands of supermarkets across the U.S. and are
proudly responsible for branding over 2,600 clients on over 400,000+ shopping carts in 2016. Clean
Display is expected to exceed that targeted exposure successfully in the near future.

Contact Information
For more information contact Vanida Hampton of MSL (http://www.mysuperlocal.com)
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You can read this press release online here
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